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Exercises to reduce musculoskeletal disorders in dentist: A review
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Abstract
As the profession of dentist makes them work for more in dental seats due to visibility and small working area. This is expanding the
pervasiveness of musculoskeletal issue in dental specialists. In this article we will emphasize more on simple exercise that can reduce the
musculosketal disorders.
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Introduction
Dentist work cooperatively consistently to address the issues
of their patients. While giving oral treatments can be
profoundly fulfilling, dental experts are additionally at raised
danger of musculoskeletal issue. All things considered, they
should be aware of utilizing basic necessary measures during
the work as this may cause many future problems.
Ergonomics is the study of planning the occupation to oblige
the worker, as opposed to truly forcing the representative to
adapt to the occupation. Dentist must consider adjusting
undertakings, operatories, instruments, and gear to help
decrease physical weight on their bodies and dispose of
numerous possibly genuine, debilitating business related
musculoskeletal issue.1 Musculoskeletal problem cause the
most drastic effect on body parts as they damage that can’t be
treated properly.1-4 Dentist are especially have to get the
needle by bending their back, bend their back for cavity
preparation and bend their head towards the oral cavity for
long time this causes problems. Introduction to these
elements expands dentist hazard for injury be that as it may,
appropriate working environment ergonomics can assist with
decreasing these dangers.1-4
Musculoskeletal issue are a critical word related medical
problem among human services providers.5-8 In a crosssectional investigation that included specialists, doctors, and
dental specialists, the most elevated pervasiveness of
musculoskeletal agony was accounted for by dental
specialists at 61%.5 Additionally, 60% of dental specialists
with musculoskeletal scatters had issues in more than one
site.5 Another exploration study exhibited that the
predominance of general musculoskeletal torment among
oral wellbeing experts ran from 64% to 93%.9 Investigators
found that musculoskeletal issue among dental and dental
cleanliness understudies were restricted to explicit
destinations. In general, the outcomes recommended that
musculoskeletal issues speak to a critical weight for oral
wellbeing professionals.9 Multisite musculoskeletal problems
in dentists are brought about by the requirement for operator
during treatment and long working hours with tedious
repeating movement. The most generally announced
musculoskeletal issue in dentists are carpal passage disorder,

tendonitis, rotator sleeve wounds, epicondylitis, trigger
finger, muscle strains, and lower back injuries. Hayes et al4
evealed that dental specialists experienced agony regularly in
the back (36.3% to 60.1%) and neck (19.8% to 85%),10 while
the hand and wrist districts were the most common
destinations for torment among dental hygienists (60% to
69.5%).11
The dental work is one that can unleash destruction on
your back and cause postural issues if not tended to with
suitable activities. For all who are working right now is their
set up resembles while treating a patient, it is normally a
comparative set up from dental specialist to dental specialist,
where they are on a stool with wheels, regularly with no back
help, with their spine twisted around and marginally turned
to the other side, and the shoulders came in.12 To initially
make an all the more ergonomically right set-up, consider a
dental seat with back help for times where you are conversing
with the patient or rounding out administrative work.13 You
will need to make it a propensity to sit tall in your seat, as
though a string is gently pulling your head nearer to the roof.
Your ear lobe to be stacked over your shoulders and your
shoulders stacked over your hips. This position decreases
weight on the lower back and bears, which are in any case
under consistent worry from being adjusted.14
The vibration brought about by certain instruments
likewise adds to musculoskeletal clutters.15 The utilization of
ultrasonic scalers and cleaning handpieces may cause neck,
shoulder, and back torment because of the delayed sitting
required, holding a physical burden with flexion of the neck
and trunk, and support of poor posture.16 Oral wellbeing
experts frequently keep up static and ungainly stances of in
any event 40 minutes, which is legitimately identified with
neck, bear and back pain.17
Warm-up
Ought to be accomplished for 10 minutes and ought to
incorporate absolute body developments and extending.
Exercise period
1. Power: Should be at 70 percent pulse most extreme
(HRmax–220-age). One should practice till their pulse
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arrives at 70 percent HRmax. This will be to some degree
hard to the individual.
Length: 20-30 minutes.
Recurrence: 3-4 times each week.
method of activity: Dentists can pick exercises they
appreciate which can be strolling, biking, running,
swimming, stair climbing or weight preparing.18

Chill off period
5-10 minutes entire body developments and extending.
Various exercises for dental professionals includes:Wall sliding
Remain with your back against a divider. Keep your heels,
glutes, shoulders and the rear of your head as near the divider
as could be expected under the circumstances. While keeping
your abs somewhat contracted and your shoulder bones
withdrew back and down (press your shoulder bones together
and keep up the crush all through the whole development).
Spot the rear of your upper arms, lower arms and hands over
your head and on the divider. While keeping those three
focuses in contact with the divider attempt to slide the three
focuses down and bring your elbows into your sides.
Presently rehash by sliding your hands up the divider and
keeping the three focuses as near the mirror as could be
expected under the circumstances (Fig. 1). Move gradually
here and there the divider and attempt to rehash multiple
times, two times per day.19

Fig. 2: Stretching of chest
Hip flexing
The hip flexors are a gathering of muscles found in the front
of your hips. The hip flexors help to present your knee and
upward. Sitting in a dental seat for extensive stretches of time
cause these muscles to fix. We can counter this snugness by
extending these muscles. While remaining with your face
away from a steady article that is around the tallness of the
base of your glute. Twist your knee and reach back to put the
highest point of your left foot on the article while keeping
your knees in toward the body as contradict to flared out wide
from one another. Keep on pushing your correct foot ahead
so it is somewhat ahead. Stand tall and include a slight recline
while getting your left glute. You should feel a light stretch
in the front of your left hip. Hold the stretch for 30 seconds
two times per day and rehash on the correct side (Fig. 3).
Recall not to overstretch it. You are just reclining somewhat
and doing a light glute constriction to support the stretch.21

Fig. 1: Wall sliding exercise
Stretching of chest
The foremost muscles of the shoulder can get exceptionally
tight from being adjusted internal throughout the day. To
counter this we have to extend these muscles. While
remaining in an entryway, place one foot advance and bring
your arms up to put within your lower arm, and your palm
against the sides of the entryway. Your elbow ought to be at
around a 90-degree edge and your upper arms corresponding
to the floor. Gradually present your chest until you feel a light
stretch in the front of your chest and the front of your
shoulders (Fig. 2). Hold the light stretch for 30 seconds, two
times per day.20

Fig. 3: Hip flexing
Thoracic extension
Bowing forward while treating patients can add to poor
stance all through the spine by over stretching and
debilitating this region. At the point when this occurs, our
spine gets adjusted and seems, by all accounts, to be slouched
over. Doing thoracic augmentations will assist with keeping
an upstanding stance and keep the center bit of the spine
pleasant and solid. Start by setting your hands and knees on
the floor. Right now position on the floor hold your left palm
down to the floor straightforwardly under your left shoulder.
Your knees ought to be bowed on the floor at a 90-degree
point. Your hips ought to be stacked right on your knees. Spot
your correct palm on the rear of your head and point your
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correct elbow to turn internal, carrying it as near your left
elbow as could be expected under the circumstances. When
you get as near your left elbow or even touch it, open up your
spine by turning your correct elbow away from your left
elbow. Stretch out the correct elbow as far as possible of your
range and press your shoulder bones together behind you. At
that point pivot your correct elbow back in to one side elbow
(Fig. 4). Thoracic expansions ought to be rehashed multiple
times on each side.22

outset as your lower back will begin to curve and strip off the
floor. You just need to bring down your legs as far as possible
to guarantee that your lower spine stays on the floor (Fig. 6).
Attempt this for two arrangements of 10 reiterations and
afterward work up to 15 redundancies.24

Fig. 6: Knee raise exercise

Fig. 4: Thoracic extension
Plank exercise
Lower back issues are basic in dentistry. This is frequently
the consequence of a frail center, which can come from one's
situation on the dental seat. A board is an incredible trial of
center quality. Start by putting your feet on the floor and your
elbows straightforwardly under your shoulders. At that point
lift your knees, hips and chest off the ground. You need to be
in an orderly fashion from your lower legs to your head. Once
right now is essential to keep up steady breathing and attempt
to last in the event that you can before your body begins to
shake (Fig. 5). An objective you may consider for a board
practice is to begin by doing it for 30 seconds and afterward
working as long as two minutes.23

Superman exercise
Untruth inclined on the floor or an activity tangle with your
arms and legs expanded. Utilizing the muscles of your back,
at the same time raise your arms, legs, and chest off the floor,
holding the constriction at the top for one entire second. Note:
Squeeze your lower back for ideal outcomes, breathing out at
the highest point of the development. Right now, should
resemble a hero flying. Gradually lower your arms, legs, and
chest to the beginning position while breathing in. Rehash for
15–20 reiterations in three sets. The activity can be altered by
utilizing each arm and leg in turn. Hoist the correct arm and
left leg at the same time while concentrating on
accomplishing greatest augmentation, extending at your
fingers and toes (Fig. 7). Rehash on the contrary side.25,26

Fig. 7: Superman exercise

Fig. 5: Plank exercise
Knee raise exercise
Another activity to help reinforce a debilitated center is the
twofold knee raise. Frequently individuals go straight into a
straight leg raise which is a lot for what they need before all
else and can be extremely exceptional on your spine. I
prescribe beginning with a twisted knee position. Start by
laying on your back with your hands to your sides. Bring your
thighs up with the goal that your hips are at a 90-degree edge.
Presently twist your knees with the goal that they are likewise
at a 90-degree edge. This is your beginning position. From
here, keep up your 90-degree knee position and gradually
bring down your hips until your thighs arrive at a 45-degree
edge. Do whatever it takes not to go lower than this from the

Conclusion
Through this article I would like to tell that the exercise is
important for dental professionals as there is more work
which is related to back bone which leads to musculoskeletal
disorders like most common is back ache, shoulder pains. The
exercises mentioned above reduce the pain and help the
dental professional to deliver proper time to patient without
strain.
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